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USSF  Sanctioned  Events  
DATE  LOCATION             EVENT        POC  TYPE 

21 Jan 17  Pittsburgh, PA  Sumo Demo  Andrew Freund  Demonstration         

 4 Feb 17  San Antonio, TX  Asian Festival  Tom Zabel  Demonstration 

25 Feb 17 St Joseph, MO  2nd Jr/Youth Nationals  Bill Gossett  Tournament 

 4 Mar 17  San Antonio, TX  7th Lone Star Fiesta  Tom Zabel  Tournament 

 1 Apr 17  San Antonio, TX  Tejada History Faire  Tom Zabel  Demonstration 

20 May 17 San Antonio, TX  14th U.S. Nationals  Tom Zabel  Tournament  

16-18 Jun 17  Long Beach, CA  17th U.S. Sumo Open  Andrew Freund  Tournament  

  1 Jul 17  Las Vegas, NV Titan Games International Bill Gossett  Tournament  

14 Oct 17  San Antonio, TX  11th  Texas Classic  Tom Zabel  Tournament   

                  

International  Events 
DATE LOCATION  EVENT  QUALIFYING  EVENT 
TBD, 2017  ??  TBD  World Combat Games  2016 U.S. Nationals / North Americans 

20-30 Jul 2017  Wroclaw, Poland  World Games  2016 U.S. Nationals / North Americans   



MAESABAKI  (DEFENSE) 

In this section we will discuss basic fundamental movements, positions, and postures.   

These are key to your sumo training and ability to perform well during your matches.     

SUMO  ESSENTIALS By Tom Zabel 

“Mae” is “front” and “Sabaki” is “handling” or “manipulation”, so Maesabaki is manipulation from the 

front.  It is not a winning technique, but various defensive moves used to “handle” your opponent’s attack.  

When used successfully you should move into an offensive position and hopefully control the match.   

 

It is important to keep your arms tight against your sides so that your opponent cannot take an inside grip.  

Maesabaki may be as simple as:  1) grabbing your opponent’s arm/wrist , 2) breaking their grip on your 

mawashi, 3) not letting them get a grip on your mawashi in the first place, 4) or using the tawara to your 

advantage.   

 

Here are a couple illustrations:   

Figure 2 

Attempt to take a double inside grip  

or other favorite hold,  

don’t allow opponent to grab mawashi 

Figure 3 

Defend against a thrusting attack:  

Push opponent’s arm upward 

Alternative method: wax on or wax off 

Figure 1 

Preventing from getting an inside grip:   

Move your elbow tight against your body,  

Grab behind elbow, execute arm bar 

Figure 4 

When he attempts to take an inside grip: 

Push his elbow up from outside 

Figure 5 

Turn away from opponent’s push or thrust 

Figure 6 

Use your body: 

Push his upper body back with your head, 

use it as fulcrum, while pulling  

his mawashi toward you 

Some additional ways to use your body:   

 Chugoshi position – use to create space between you and your opponent  

 Manuver your arm/shoulder under your opponent’s shoulder to get him standing up  

 Do a sudden/swift hip wiggle to release your opponent’s grip on your mawashi 

 

Ways to use the tawara to your advantage:  

 Anchor your foot to stop your opponent from pushing you backwards  

 Start your attack by pushing forward off the tawara 

 Use as pivot point to direct your opponent around you such as in utchari  

 Chugoshi - create space, give yourself more room to escape and reverse positions 



KIMARITE   
KORNER 
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り 
手 

By Tom Zabel 

KOSHINAGE   NICHONAGE 

     Hip Throw        Sweeping Hip Throw 

 
“Koshi” is “hip” ; “nage”, is “throw”.   Although these can be done from either an inside or outside grip, it is better used from an 

inside grip and is more difficult for your opponent to defend against it.   These are a similar technique; in Koshinage you keep 

both feet on the ground and in Nichonage you raise one leg up while twisting your opponent over your hip and down.    

STEP 1   Drop your hip down or push your hip out while turning and pulling your opponent into yourself 

STEP 2a   Force your opponent to fall over while twisting and lifting him up and over your hip onto the dohyo.   

STEP 2b   Hook your leg over your opponent’s leg while twisting away from him.  Continue to lift leg (as in shiko) as you  

                 continue to pull your opponent around your hip and down onto the dohyo.   

TOTTARI 

     Arm Bar Throw  

 
“Tottari” is a “somersault”, so roughly translated you are pulling an opponent’s arm and throwing him over oneself.     

 

Grab your opponent’s arm, barring it across your chest or stomach while you twist away, forcing him down.  Occasionally, this 

can be done to win by shifting away from your opponent’s charge at the tachiai.   

STEP 1   Grab one of your opponent’s arms and turn parallel to him.   

STEP 2   Continue to turn away, locking his upper arm  against your chest and twisting him down.  This requires quick action or  

               he will get behind you and force you out.   

STEP 3   Force your opponent down and onto the dohyo.  If your opponent utilizes ukemi and tucks his shoulder, he will do a  

                somersault – hence the name.  Be sure not to lose your grip on his arm.   

There are about 22 different throwing techniques used in sumo.  We covered the six 

frequently used (Katasukashi, Kotenage, Shitatenage, Sukuinage, Uwatenage, 

and Uwatedashinage) techniques individually in previous Newsletters so let’s look 

at a couple other commonly used ones here:  Koshinage, Nichonage, and Tottari .    

STEP  1 STEP  2a Koshinage STEP  2b Nichonage 

STEP  1 STEP  2 STEP  3 



by Jim “Yukikaze” Lowerre 

KAKURYU VERIFIES YOKOZUNA WORTHINESS IN FUKUOKA 
POSTS 14-1 FOR THIRD CUP: HAKUHO, HARUMAFUJI FINISH STRONG  

DIVISION RANK NAME BIRTHPLACE HEYA RECORD 

Makushita #9-W TERUTSUYOSHI Hyogo Isegahama 7-0 

Sandanme #23-W JOKORYU Tokyo Kise 7-0 

Jonidan #42-W ASAYAMABANA Hyogo Takasago 7-0 

Jonokuchi #21-E OGASAWARA Aomori Isegahama 7-0 

     The man everyone had their eyes on during the run-up to the 2016 Kyushu Basho was ozeki #1-East GOEIDO, who had posted 

a 15-0 at the Kokugikan in September:  the first rikishi besides yokozuna #2-East HAKUHO to go zensho in more than five years.  

“Sleeping Thunder” was slotted behind #1-East HARUMAFUJI, and was still struggling to recover from the toe injury that had 

severely crimped his power.  Meanwhile, yokozuna-West KAKURYU stayed hidden in the weeds, pulling his game back together 

after a 2-2-11 embarrassment in Nagoya’s summer heat.  Would GOEIDO be able to break through where ozeki #1-West 

KISENOSATO had fallen short earlier in the year – and become the first ethnic Japanese since Takanohana II to stand upon 

sumo’s pinnacle? 

     HARUMA stumbled on shonichi, falling to komusubi-West TAMAWASHI.  HAKUHO and GOEIDO both won their first five 

matches before being saddled with kuroboshi.  This gave KAKURYU a lead which he never relinquished:  a day 11 loss to 

KISENOSATO did very little to slow him down.  He dispensed with HAKUHO on day 13, clinched the Tenno-Hai on day 14 by 

taking down GOEIDO, and finished his 14-1 performance by polishing off HARUMA on senshuraku.  This gives the Isutzu 

heyagashira the third yusho of his career - and should silence the critics who were saying his promotion to yokozuna had been a 

fluke. 

     After his initial setback, HARUMA won ten straight torikumi while  

HAKUHO took nine of his first 11 bouts.  Both finished with  

reasonable 11-4 records.  After his first five shiroboshi, GOEIDO  

could only manage four wins in the next seven before being bulldozed  

by the three yokozuna.  His 9-6 essentially puts his quest for promotion  

back at “square one”.  KISENOSATO’s 12-3 outing may be a sign that  

he is going to make a new run at the top spot in 2017.  Vulnerable  

ozeki #2-West TERUNOFUJI lost his first two contests, won his next  

seven – and lost all but one of his last six (that one being over  

HAKUHO) to barely scratch out a kachi-koshi and keep his Kokugikan  

parking space.  #2-East KOTOSHOGIKU fought the entire tournament  

with both knees heavily bandaged.  It didn’t seem to help: Sadogatake’s  

top man was make-koshi after day 11 and is now under the kadoban  

sword with an atrocious 5-10 mark. 

     TAMAWASHI finished with a strong 10-5 effort to lead the lower  

sanyaku and take the Gino-Sho (Technique Prize) in the bargain.   

Sekiwake-East TAKAYASU, who had been poised for a chance to  

earn a new ozeki’s shoulder ride with a promotion, saw his hopes dashed as he could only manage to make a 7-8.  Komusubi-East 

MITAKEUMI struggled to a 6-9, while sekiwake-West OKINOUMI fell to 5-10.  

     #3-West SHODAI and #10-West ARAWASHI tied for the hiramaku lead with 11-4 records.  SHODAI shared the Kanto-Sho 

(Fighting Spirit Prize) with #15-East ISHIURA, who went 10-5 in his shin-nyumaku appearance at 173 cm/114 kg (5’8”/251 lbs). 

The Shukun-Sho (Outstanding Performance Prize) was not awarded this basho.  

 

Other honorable maegashira mentions:           #7-East TAKEKAZE (9-6) #10-East CHIYOSHOMA (9-6)  

#14-East SOKOKURAI (9-6)                 #5-West TAKARAFUJI (9-6)  #6-West TOCHINOSHIN (10-5) 

#8-West IKIOI (10-5)                 #11-West HOKUTOFUJI (9-6)   

 

     In the Juryo Division, #3-West SATO took top honors with a 12-3 mark.   

 

JUNIOR DIVISION YUSHO WINNERS 

Yokozuna Kakuryu  defeats Yokozuna Hakuho on Day 13  

– Japan Times 



By Tom Zabel 
John  Jacques 

     John Jacques lives in Hau’ula, Hawaii and he started his sumo at age 31.  He grew up playing rugby but after meeting 

Takamiyama during the Ozumo Jungyo to Hawaii in 1975 John says, “he opened my eyes to the world of sumo and the 

door to my increasing involvement in sumo.”    During those “early” days of sumo in Hawaii the “three islands (Oahu, 

Maui, Big Island) held yearly State Sumo Championships to determine team and individual State Champions.  This 

tournament resumed the long tradition of sumo in Hawaii that started in the late 1800’s with the arrival of Japanese 

sugar cane workers.  Tournaments in the 1920s thru the early 1940s drew hundreds of wrestlers and thousands of  

spectators.  World War II halted all sumo until the late 1940s.  There were 50+ competitors when I first competed in 

1976.  Each official team chose their best 7 wrestlers to compete.  Best  

record won the team title.  Then all  wrestlers competed for the individual  

title.  There were no weight classes back then.”       

     Over the next 10 years John studied sumo “with the Miyagino Beya  

under former Yokozuna Yoshibayama and did multiple (8-10) visits to  

Japan to compete and train with other ozumo beya, college, high school,  

and other local and national Japanese teams and clubs.”  John is a  

yon-dan (4th degree black-belt), which he received from the Nihon Sumo  

Kyokai, as neither the ISF or USSF were in existence then.  He received  

each rank individually and incrementally over those 10 years.   

     The Nihon Sumo Kyokai did hold some international events, that they  

referred to as world sumo, but really no one outside Hawaii was doing  

sumo in those early days.    

     John earned the following medals/awards during his amateur career:   

6-time Hawaii Champion,  

4-time Hawaii Silver medalist,  

7-time Hawaii Outstanding Sumotori Award, 

All Tokyo Newcomers Champion (1976),  

3rd at the World Amateur Tournament held at Kokugikan (1977)  

4-time Champion in Hawaii vs Japan local clubs tournaments in  Japan from 1976-1986  

 

                                                                                 For the first World Sumo Championships (1992) in Tokyo Yone was  

                                                                            unable to attend because of prior commitments with judo and John stepped  

                                                                            up to be the coach for Team USA.  He was also the coach in 1994  and was  

                                                                            the English announcer at Worlds from 1994-1997.   

                                                                                 John was instrumental in organizing the first two North American  

                                                                            Championships (precursor to the U.S. Nationals) in San Jose, CA (1996) and  

                                                                            Crystal City, CA (1997) and was a USSF Trustee from 1992-1995 when we  

                                                                            were organized by region.  He was the President of Hawaii Sumo  

                                                                            Association  (1988-2001), Oahu sumo Team Captain (1978-1990) and Oahu  

                                                                            Sumo Team Coach (1980-2001).  In 2001 he was in a major vehicle accident  

                                                                            that ended his official involvement with sumo due to rehab.   

                                                                                 When asked what his most memorable moments were in sumo he said:  

                                                                            1)  Meeting Takamiyama.  He was my first and strongest mentor and role  

                                                                            model.  2)  My first match in the famed Kokugikan, where sumo is king.   

                                                                             3)  Learning the historic code of conduct for sumo wrestlers that made me  

                                                                           a better man.  4)   Meeting the best sumotori in the world, both Ozumo and  

                                                                          Japan’s Amateur Champions…. Unbelievable talent and dedication!    

 

     As far as a mentor, John says, “Many…. But I have to single out Takamiyama, my wife Kathryn, and my first sumo 

sensei, retired Navy man Arthur E (“Ernie”) Hunt.  Ernie was very significant in the revival of Oahu and All-Hawaii 

sumo.”     

Keiko with Takamiyama at dedication of Takamiyama 
Dohyo, Honolulu – (’78 or ‘79).  It started as what I thought 

was a match, but ended up being Butsukari keiko for 
me.  Embarrassing but what an honor.  I puked after!  He 

laughed and took me out to dinner.  We are the same age, 
born about 5 days apart!   -  Photo courtesy of John Jacques 

My 4th consecutive All Hawaii Yusho (1980). About 60 
wrestlers competed   -  Photo courtesy of John Jacques 



     UPDATE  ON  WORLD  COMBAT  GAMES 

 

     The latest update on the World Combat Games is that there is 

no update.   

     At the World Championships annual meeting held by the IFS, 

the latest word is that the IFS will let us know as soon as they 

receive an update.  The Combat Games were originally 

scheduled for Lima, Peru but for various reasons Lima backed 

out of hosting the Games.  No new place or date has been set.   

By Tom Zabel 

Myself and Ernie Hunt - team captain - during 1976 All Hawaii State 
Sumo.  He's holding my individual trophy, I've got the Team Yusho flag.   

-  Photo courtesy of John Jacques 

Hawaii Championship and Hawaii vs Japan College Champs Goodwill 
Sumo 1977 or 78?  Ernie Hunt, myself, and former Hawaii Champ 
Marvin Arruda.  My right eye is 100% closed and black n blue due to 
earlier in day eye poke.  I won Hawaii crown and beat Japan opponent. 

My 4th consecutive All Hawaii Yusho (1980). About 60 wrestlers 
competed   -  Photo courtesy of John Jacques 

Receiving Yusho Certificate in town near Tokyo.  (1981?).  14 Hawaii 
wrestlers and around 30 Japanese HS, College and a few lower level 

retired pro's competed.  One of my favorite accomplishments.                     
-  Photo courtesy of John Jacques 

Takamiyamazeki teaching our guys sumo technique re 
foot placement and knee position - 1980.  I'm not suited 
up as I was recovering from knee surgery a few weeks 

earlier  -  Photo courtesy of John Jacques 



     Lone Star Sumo hosted a sumo clinic from 20-23 October.  There were six wrestlers in attendance for the 

training:  Jessica Hopper, Justin Ridling, and Frank Pena from Texas, Cornelius Booker from Florida, and 

Eric Griffin and Neesie Aldridge from Georgia.   

     The first session on Thursday evening focused on how to tie a mawashi,  

chirichozu, going from shikiri to the tachiai, and what a keiko (practice)  

routine might look like.  We also performed and discussed the differences  

between oshidashi and yorikiri and oshitaoshi and yoritaoshi.     

     On Friday morning we looked at:  teppo, executing a proper shiko and  

koshiwari., and various tachiai styles.  We also looked at uwatenage,  

shitatnage, and sukuinage.    

     The Friday afternoon session we reviewed video of the Aki Basho and  

discussed some of the ways the professionals fight.   

     On Friday evening we saw 18 youth and two adults join us and we  

introduced sumo to the greenhorns.  The kids went through our warmups  

of shiko and suriashi before getting a chance to see what they could do in  

the dohyo.  Everyone had a good time and the two adults were amazed at  

how flexible and how strong you have to be to do sumo.  Much more to  

sumo than meets the eye.   Packy Bannevans and his son, Garrett, joined  

us from Georgia.     

     Saturday was the tournament (see below).  Sunday morning there was one last session before everyone 

made their way back home.  We discussed the gyoji commands, how to use the tawara, and looked at  two 

techniques – tsukidashi and tsuridashi. 

LONE  STAR  SUMO  CLINIC 
By  Tom Zabel 

Discussing keiko routines. 

Photo courtesy of  Neesie Aldridge 

Suriashi with the group on Friday. 

Photo courtesy of  Neesie Aldridge 

Jessica doing butsukari with Tom. 

Photo courtesy of  Neesie Aldridge 

Newcomers trying sumo for the first time.    

Photo courtesy of  Neesie Aldridge 

Shiko all around.    

Photo courtesy of  Neesie Aldridge 



By Tom Zabel 

     The 10th Texas Classic Sumo Tournament was held on Saturday, Oct 22nd.   

We had two youth divisions, with two girls and three boys.  Sisters, Maddie  

and Emmy, faced off against each other with older sister Maddie taking 1st  

place and Emmy placing second with a 2-4 record.   

 

                                                                        The boys division saw Garrett  

                                                                   Bannevans (Georgia) face off against  

                                                                   two brothers from Texas.  Reese  

                                                                   placed 1st (5-1) Garrett 2nd (3-4) and  

                                                                   Jett placed 3rd (2-5).   

                                                                        In the senior categories, Jessica  

                                                                   Hopper (Texas) defeated Neesie  

                                                                   Aldridge (Georgia) in straight  

                                                                   matches to take the Women’s Open  

                                                                   division.   

 

     Justin Ridling (TX), Eric Griffin (GA) and Cornelius Booker (FL) made up the Men’s Light-weight 

division.  They competed in a round-robin bracket and fought against each other three times.  Cornelius 

placed 1st (4-2), Erik 2nd (3-3), and Justin finished 3rd (2-4).   

 

     Frank Pena (TX) was added to the three lightweights to make up the Men’s Open division.  Again, 

competing in a round robin style bracket, fighting each other twice.  Frank went undefeated at 6-0, Cornelius  

                                                                                 took the silver (4-2), Eric silver (2-4).  Justin took home  

                                                                                 the Fighting Spirit Award for the day with some close  

                                                                                 matches and some very good tawara work.   

10th TEXAS  CLASSIC  SUMO  TOURNAMENT 

Youth Girls Division medalists 

Photo courtesy of  Neesie Aldridge 
Reese and Jett in the Youth Boys division 

Photo courtesy of  Neesie Aldridge 

Lightweight Medalists – Justin, Cornelious, and Eric 

Photo courtesy of  Neesie Aldridge 

Group Medal Winners (and staff):   

Jessica, Eric, Frank, Neesie, Justin, Tom, Packy, Garrett, Cornelius 

Photo courtesy of  Neesie Aldridge 

Eric and Justin during Lightweight competition 

Photo courtesy of  Neesie Aldridge 


